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StarMiner 

Game Design Document Version 2.0 

Revision history:  

V2 

1. Removed Android from list of target platforms 

2. Altered the boost mechanic functionality 

3. Altered the power-up functionality; disconnected from combos and connected to energy objects. 

4. Challenge level removed 

5. Locking of Survival mode removed 

6. Added currency and item store section including item list 

 

V3 

1. Removed story mode, removed levels 

2. Revised upgrade list 

3. Updated screen flow diagram 

 

Genre: StarMiner is a pseudo-3D top-down action-puzzle casual game. 

Platform: iOS (iPad, iPhone, iPod)  

Engine: Unity3D. 

Introduction: 

The mission is to offer to the player a fun, addictive pick-up-and-play casual game that is easy to learn 

but difficult to master; it would appeal to casual and more experienced gamers alike. StarMiner 

combines Agon(skill), Alea(luck), Mimicry(an engaging fiction) and Illinx(thrill of movement). It is a game 

where the player must identify approaching objects based on shape and color and move the player 

object (a spaceship) across the screen, colliding with oncoming objects based on these two attributes.  

Fiction / Storyline:                                                             

The protagonist Rudy is a miner from the planet Watchoo, except that he does all his prospecting in 

Space. He's in orbit around the planets of the Star Obooga. Help Rudy to fly his little spaceship, colliding 

with and picking up the stuff he needs and avoiding the stuff that can end his space mining career in a 

gigantic fireball. 

Gameplay: 

The player's spaceship stays in the foreground, and can move left or right in five lanes or up and down 

between two levels. The spaceship needs to keep moving,  avoiding and colliding with / harvesting 

objects in each lane (the objects are visible in the distance as the spaceship approaches them. The 

spaceship will move left and right and also be able to "jump" to avoid objects. Harvesting objects gives 

the player points, and different objects have different points based on color and shape. 
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Puzzle: The player is given variety by combing colors and shapes in innovative ways. There are four 

different colors and three different classes of objects, as below: 

Colors: Red, yellow, blue and green. 

Object classes: These three object classes are designed to be as distinctively different as possible, so as 

to help the player to identify each object's class at a distance. Each class of object occurs in all four 

colors above. Harvesting each object gives points to the player, see later for points table: 

  The object classes are as follows: 

a) Gemstones: These are gemstones of different shapes. They occur in all four colors.                                                                        

b) Minerals: These are crystalline clusters of minerals. They also occur in all four colors. 

c) Energy: These are energy clusters- points of pure energy that the player can harvest. They occur in 

four colors as well. 

'Uno' mechanic: Objects cannot be harvested at random. At the start of the level, the player has the 

choice of harvesting the first object of any class/color. After this, the next object to be harvested has to 

either be of the same color or the same class-collision with an object of a different class and color will 

lead to destruction of the ship and the game will be over. 

Boost: The spaceship can 'boost' itself upwards into a plane where it avoids collision with all objects. It is 

a time-limited ability that can only be used for a few seconds at a time. Using the boost depletes the 

boost bar, and once the energy bar is down to zero the boost stops working and the spaceship comes 

down to the track and is vulnerable to collision again. The boost bar replenishes with time. 

Point combos: The player can pick up sequences of objects according to color or shape to gain point 

combos. (Note: these are approximate initial values, subject to iteration)   

Name Description Multiplier 

Combo A Same color x 3 (+1 increment per 
level) 

1.5 

Combo B Same color, same object x 3                    
(+1 increment per level) 

2.0 

Combo C Same object, different color x 4 2.5 

 

Power-up combo: The power-up is enabled once the power-up gauge is 'full'. The gauge is filled by 

picking up energy objects-when the gauge is full, the player can touch the spaceship and it speeds up, 

enabling the player to pick up ALL objects irrespective of color and shape, giving the player a 'wow' 

moment and point bonus at the same time. (note: combos are disabled during power-up). Once the 

gauge is empty, the spaceship goes back to normal speed and function.  
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As an rough estimate, it would take 1000 points to engage the power-up, and each Blue energy would 

give 80 points-Green gives 70-Yellow gives 60-Red gives 50. 

Points table (PIE): 

Shape/color Red Yellow Green Blue 

Gemstone 20 30 40 50 

Mineral 60 70 80 90 

Energy 100 120 140 160 

  

Frequency of occurrence of objects: 

The frequency of objects spawning is inversely proportional to their point score. The lower the point 

score, the higher the probability and frequency of spawning. This will make the player strategize about 

which objects to harvest and which to leave. 

Difficulty: The difficulty level will ramp up as the game progresses; this will be achieved by increasing 

the speed of the game.   

Leader boards: The game will use the app store's leaderboard functionality to show daily, weekly and 

period-based scores.  

Currency and Item store:  

There is a simple in-game economy that allows players to accumulate game currency and 'purchase' 

items. The objective of this economy is to:  

1. Provide reward to the player for time taken to play the game. The longer the time taken, more the 

reward in way of currency earned 

2. Provide replay ability to the game (upgrades).    

Every time the player gets 500 points, she gets one Gobble, which is the universal currency which can be 

used to buy items and upgrades. There will be a gobble counter on the screen as well, which will keep 

updating as the player score. 

(note: the player has to complete 500 points in one go; lesser points from different attempts will not be 

added up.,) 

There will be a shop where the player can buy items to use in the game. Each item will have a price in 

gobbles-the player can exchange the gobbles collected for these items, as listed below. 
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No. Name What it does Gobbles 

1 SuperPow Power-up points +20% 80 

2 MegaPow Power-up duration +20% 80 

3 NewBoost Boost fuel efficiency +10% 40 

4 MegaBoost Boost recharge time -15% 40 

5 Shield Protects from 1 blast 50 

6 PointBoost Points +10% 50 

7 SuperPow2 Power-up points +40% 160 

8 MegaPow+ Power-up duration +40% 160 

9 NewBoost+ Boost fuel efficiency +20% 80 

10 MegaBoost+ Boost recharge time -30% 80 

11 Shield+ Protects from 2 blasts 100 

12 PointBoost+ Points +20% 100 

 

Game flow: As per the flowchart below: 
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Appendices: 

1. Screen mockup 

 

End of document 


